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OUR VISION
Eagle Weighing Systems is a value-added distributor for several major manufacturers of industrial 
scales and weighing systems. We support and supply a wide range of scales for industrial, commercial, 
grocery, retail, research, and laboratory applications including software, printers, and accessories. 

OUR MISSION
At Eagle Weighing Systems, we sell and service weighing scales ranging from portable pocket scales to 
counting and portioning scales, bench scales, industrial floor scales, in-motion checkweighers, 
on-board, weighing systems, crane scales, floor scales, mixing and portioning scales, and sophisticated 
weighing systems for motor homes, trucks, and railcars. Beyond o�ering high quality sales and service, 
our real added-value results from our vast knowledge and experience. We can often recommend more 
productive and cost-e�ective weighing and measuring solutions. 

OUR ACTIVITIES
-     Supply of Weighing scales of all types and sizes.
-     Servicing and maintenance of weighing equipment.
-     Weighing scale parts supply.
-     Weighment automation systems supply and installation.
-      Software development for real time weighment automation and interfacing.

SERVICE
With services ranging from calibrations to repairs, our trained technicians are prepared to work on-site 
with all makes and models of industrial scales.
We pride ourselves on 24/7 emergency service to ensure that your business will maintain operation 
without delays. Please contact eagleweighingsystems@gmail.com for more information.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS
We specialize in customized scales and solutions to meet the individual needs of your business.
Allow our weighing experts to create specialized solutions fit for your operations. We build one-o� 
weighing solutions to fit your exact specifications – we’ve got you covered for any of your weighing 
needs!
Eagle Weighing Systems believe in providing the best weighing scales and measuring equipment to 
meet user requirements at a�ordable prices. We list products from weighing equipment manufactur -
er's Adam Equipment and High Weigh that are suitable for use in a wide range of industries including 
laboratory and medical, industrial and commercial, agricultural and veterinary, education, and food 
production.
We supply in laboratory and industrial weighing scales, providing magnetic stirrers, hotplates, analytical 
balances and moisture analysers for science lab experiments and research, as well as industrial plat -
form scales, worktop bench scales and hanging crane scales for heavy duty applications. We also stock 
specialist commercial equipment including money counters and checkweighers for accurate stock 
taking, checkweighing, currency and parts counting solutions.
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Why Choose Us
Experience, resources, knowledge, and capability sets us apart. We serve companies in over 25 di�er
ent industries with scales, weighing solutions, and scale services.
We manufacture a wide range of products for over 25 industrial markets. Whether you need to buy or 
rent a scale, are looking for scale accessories, need calibration or service, we have the experience, 
knowledge and capability to deliver.
 Being your value added commercial weight scale provider and knowing that our solutions are key to 
your success is our goal.

Who We Are | Learn More About Eagle Weighing Systems
Eagle Weighing Systems presents and delivers state of the art scales as well as traditional scales at the 
most a�ordable prices. We understand your needs as a customer and client. We also understand your 
budget. We do our level best to exceed your expectations in quality, service, design and function. After 
all It is The Eagle Weighing Systems (Way). These are just some of the many types of scales we carry: 
digital scales, mini palm sized scales, pocket scales, bathroom scales, weighing scales, weigh scale, 
specialty scales, balance scales, diet scales, shipping scales, Tanita scales, ohaus scales, counting 
scales, baby scales, gram scales, portable scales, body fat scales, crane scales, electronic scales, travel 
scales, floor scales, kitchen scales, wholesale scales, and triple beam scales. Most any type of digital 
scale you can think of, Eagle Weighing Systems carries. Eagle Weighing Systems can help you find the 
scale that fits your needs and your budget. If you are tired of the high prices found at other sites for 
the same product and are looking for an a�ordable solution. Then you have come to the right place! If 
you shop around you will see skyrocketing prices from competitors and chances are they get their 
scales directly from us. It only makes sense to come to the Source. Eagle Weighing Systems is your 
source for quality, design, function, and friendly timely service with a knowledgeable sta�. We are 
committed to doing business the dignified ethical way and in a way you deserve. The Eagle Weighing 
Scales. Thank you in advance for allowing Eagle Weighing Systems the privilege of serving you.
Eagle Weighing Systems, Uganda is headquartered in Wandegeya, Kampala, and is a world leader in 
the sale and supply of precision measurement and product inspection equipment for the health care, 
laboratory, and other industrial markets.  The Eagle Weighing Systems Medical,  Weighing, and Inspec
tion business units are all renowned for developing reliable, market-proven solutions for the custom
ers they serve. 
Eagle Weighing Systems is a multi-national measurement and control equipment supplier with nation
al headquarters in Kampala, plus operations and distribution centers in Jinja, Entebbe, Mukono, Lira, 
Gulu, Masaka, Wakiso, Soroti and Mbale
Eagle Weighing Systems has served the needs for our customers from the pearl of Africa.  With our 
main o�ce in Wandegeya, we are the largest scale company in the Kampala Uganda and East Africa.

We are proud to o�er the widest array of scale equipment available to the weighing industry. Manu
facturers such as; Avery, Rice Lake Weighing Systems, Mettler toledo, High Weigh, Seca, Ohaus and 
Adam Equipment. Sales, service, installation – we do all our own construction to save time and money!
We pride our company registered business on providing superior customer service. We recognize the 
importance of reliability in your business. That is the very reason our service department is on
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call 24 hours a day. Our factory-trained technicians can troubleshoot system failures by utilizing the latest 
technological equipment. Thus, saving your business from costly down time.
Eagle Weighing Systems would like you to know we guarantee complete customer satisfaction. Simply 
stated, this means we will always do whatever it takes to fully satisfy every customer, every time.
We do not o�er vehicle weighing scales services.  You have to get a certified weight ticket from a public 
scale. 
Eagle Weighing Systems is a private-owned, URSB and UNBS certified corporation, and has been Supply
ing and distributing weight-related products and supplies since 2006. Within the company, progressive 
new technologies merge with the wisdom of industry experience to create the future of weighing through 
cutting-edge research and design. 
Eagle Weighing Systems’ roots are planted firmly in the principles of quality and customer service. 
Through three generations of family ownership, these ideals remain unchanged. Today, Eagle Weighing 
Systems is a global leader in measurement and automated process control. 
Eagle Weighing Systems o�ers more than 40,000 products, with over one million items in stock and 
available for same- or next-day shipping. The company continues to lead the industry in technological 
advances and quality products, all with legendary customer service. 
Eagle Weighing Systems provides weighing solutions for process and packaging in a variety of industries 
including food processing, automated manufacturing, chemical, plastics, rubber, and more. We have 
been o�ering accurate, quality industrial weighing scales since 2006 and recently celebrated our Centen
nial year! Eagle Weighing Systems assists processors and manufacturers by o�ering solutions that create 
a drastic reduction in waste while enhancing quality and productivity by as much as 50% over other 
industrial weighing and packaging equipment.
Our goal is to provide high performance weighing equipment at the least total cost to own.  As an indus
trial scale company, we stay on the pulse of innovations in the field. We o�er accurate industrial weighing 
scales, including floor scales, load cells, platform scales, weight modules, weight controllers and more. 
Our customers find that Eagle Weighing Systems is easy to work with and we o�er dependable solutions 
while providing an excellent return on investment.
Eagle Weighing Systems, a UNBS certified supplier, measures and integrates to sale of digital weighing 
scales in Uganda. 

We deliver accurate industrial weighing and packaging equipment.  We are a weighing scales supplier that 
will always deliver on quality and performance, whether you need a complete industrial weighing system, 
tension load cells or compression load cells. Contact us for more information about industrial weighing 
scales, load cells, checkweighers, bench scales and more. We will assist you with finding the most accu
rate scale to meet your needs.  Give us a call today!
Eagle Weighing Systems is Uganda’s Premier Industrial Scales Distributor. We are the sole distributor of 
High Weigh Industrial Scales and Systems in Central Uganda’s warehousing the largest inventory of 
product and parts in East Africa. In addition, we represent Avery, Adam Equipment, Ohaus, High Weigh, 
Mettler toledo, and many other internationally recognized scale manufacturers. We provide your best 
source for weighing applications, materials testing, systems integration, scale repair, and calibration 
services.
We specialize in industrial weighing applications, sta�ed with five (5) experienced application specialists 
and eleven (11) factory trained scale technicians. Additionally, we have seven (7) customer service repre
sentatives ready to answer your questions and schedule your 24/7 service calls.
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We have proudly served our customers’ scale requirements since 2006, dedicated to industrial 
weighing applications in production, processing and shipping for pharmaceutical, biotech, chemi
cal, agriculture, waste management, aggregate, manufacturing, o il-refining and food. We provide 
on-site application and engineering support for a wide range of processes and operations improv
ing our customers’ profits and return on investment.
We provide a documented “Quality Assurance Program” for scale calibration and repairs traceable 
to the UNBS complete with “Certificates of Calibration.” We also o�er regular Scale Inspections and 
Preventative Maintenance Agreements to ensure accountability and a history of every scale.
Eagle Weighing Systems is a sales, rental, and service organization featuring a complete line of 
Scales, Force Measurement Equipment, Test Devices, and Weighing Systems. Eagle Weighing 
Systems installs, tests, and calibrates equipment at the customer’s site and o�ers Preventative 
Maintenance Agreements.
Since 2006, Eagle Weighing Systems has been a proud supplier of industrial weighing scales and 
today carries the largest market o�ering of truck weighing equipment. Recently, Eagle Weighing 
Systems heavy capacity line became even bigger, and better, with the addition of two new prod
ucts. Each o�ers a solution to an industry-specific need. 
The dynamic Eagle Weighing Systems slow speed in-motion vehicle weighing system allows agri
business, dairy and aggregate operations to quickly and cost-e�ectively checkweigh legal and level 
loads prior to highway transport — eliminating overload fees and potential accidents due to 
uneven load. Farming operations also utilize Eagle Weighing Systems to easily track grain bin 
inventory levels. 
Eagle Weighing Systems’ goal is to deliver confidence in every measure you take whether that 
measure is in tons, pounds, kilograms, ounces, grams, carats, grain or micrograms.
We specialize in calibration, installation, repair, consultative sales, rentals, heavy capacity truck 
scale manufacturing, construction, scale services and system integration of scales and weighing 
systems. From the moment you contact us, we are working to earn and retain your business. 

Our Promise to the Customer
Eagle Weighing Systems Co. has a high customer retention rate as we understand that time is 
money and we are here to o�er our assistance. Decreasing down time is a major concern to all 
companies and to that end we o�er 24 hour on-call emergency service. 
Great Quality Products for You
At Eagle Weighing Systems,we maintain accurate, certified weights and testing equipment . Our 
calibration procedures are part of a genuine quality assurance program which will integrate with 
your UNBS, ISO or other quality programs. Our Licensed Technicians are trained and experienced 
on servicing the most intricate Process Control Scales, Floor Scales, Truck Scales, Railroad Scales, 
Crane Scales and various weighing equipment. Our Sales department is sta�ed with experienced 
application specialists that work closely with a wide variety of reliable manufacturers whose repu -
tations precede them. Eagle Weighing Systems has aligned ourselves with manufacturers like 
RiceLake, Brecknell scales , Adam Equipment, Ohaus, Seca, High Weigh and various others so that 
we may provide a wide range of quality weighing equipment to meet the needs of our customers. 
We o�er a full line of Weighing Indicators for your Floor Scales and Process Equipment so that we 
may fit you with the proper equipment to give you exactly what you need.
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RETAIL PRICE COMPUTING WEIGHING SCALES

Are You Looking For Retail Price Computing Weighing Scales With Exceptional 
Weighing Accuracy !
Eagle Weighing Systems Uganda Ltd, Providing Excellent Quality With Best Pricing Weighing 
Scales named tcs series Weighing Scales as well as Mini – Tabletop Weighing ScalesOur Mini 
Tabletop Scales are highly demanded & widely used towards Retail Weighing Segments in 
Tamil Nadu. Our Mini Tabletop Weighing Scales are Suitable for best choice for weighing in 
Small Shops, Kirana Shops, Bakery, Vegetable and Grocery Shops. All our Retail Weighing 
Scales and Mini Tabletop Scales are Highly Demanded and Supplied through our Best Deal
ership Network all Over Uganda.
Our Retail Weighing scales are widely used in shops to measure the commodities with per
fection. Our manufactured scales are manually operated and therefore can be used even 
when there is a power failure. We are sure that a trial will convince you the quality of our 
weighing scale products with most competitive price. Its Mostly Used for the Purposes of 
General Weighing & Piece Counting Purpose. Our Retail Weighing Scales are highly recom
mended for General Weighing, Bakery’s, Retail Shops, Postal & Parcel Weighing and Piece 
Counting as well as Retail Segments.
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TABLE TOP WEIGHING SCALES

Are You Looking for Table top Scales with Exceptional Weighing Accuracy !

Eagle Weighing Systems Uganda Ltd, Leading Tabletop Weighing Scales Suppliers in Uganda. 
Our Tabletop Weighing Scales are used for weighing in Grocery Stores, Parcel Weighing, Fruits 
& Vegetables, Retail Shops, Dairy Units, Industrial Use, General Weighing Purposes. These 
weighing scales are suitable for articles, cartons, bags, parcels, containers etc. Capacities 
available are 10Kg, 20Kg and 30 Kg. All our Tabletop Weighing Scales are Highly Demanded 
and Supplied through our Best Dealership Network all Over Uganda.
Our Retail Weighing scales are widely used in shops to measure the commodities with perfec
tion. Our manufactured scales are manually operated and therefore can be used even when 
there is a power failure. We are sure that a trial will convince you the quality of our weighing 
scale products with most competitive price. Its Mostly Used for the Purposes of General 
Weighing & Piece Counting Purpose. Our Retail Weighing Scales are highly recommended for 
General Weighing, Bakery’s, Retail Shops, Postal & Parcel Weighing and Piece Counting as well 
as Retail Segments.
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CRANE HANGING SCALES

Are You Looking for Hanging Scales with Exceptional Weighing Accuracy !

Eagle Weighing Systems Uganda Ltd, holds immense expertise in catering to the variegated 
requirements of the customers by bringing forth a remarkable Hanging Scale. For industrial 
weighing needs, we have a wide selection of custom load cells, industrial scales and other 
force measurement equipment. The load cells o�ered by us manufactured utilizing quali
ty-approved raw material with the aid of sophisticated machinery and technology. Hanging 
Scale is a performance and safety oriented crane / hanging scale that features sound mechan
ical design and advanced electronics. It is versatile, accurate, reliable, and very easy to oper
ate. All our Hanging Weighing Scales are Highly Demanded and Supplied through our Best 
Dealership Network all Uganda.
Eagle Weighing Systems Uganda Ltd, also listed among the top Hanging Scales Suppliers and 
Exporters from Kampala Uganda. The Hanging Scales o�ered by us have been termed ideal 
for measuring weights in di�erent conditions. We feel immensely pleased to o�er an exclu
sive gamut of Electronic Hanging Scale that is used for accurately weighing objects manually 
in construction industries and transport sector. Our o�ered products are manufactured utiliz
ing finest quality components and sophisticated technology by our trained profession.
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LABORATORY WEIGHING SCALES

Are You Looking for Laboratory Scales with Exceptional Weighing Accuracy !

Eagle Weighing Systems Uganda Ltd is the leading supplier of Laboratory Scales & Lab Balances 
World wide. In laboratories, production, and quality control, as well as schools, universities, 
and specialty stores, our balances are renowned as premium quality, high-precision weighing 
instruments. With the ability to choose from every precision weighing, finding the perfect 
Analytical Laboratory Scale will be fast and easy! Even with the high Precision laboratory 
weighing Purposes, you can be sure you're getting the utmost in quality and features for your 
budget. Our Laboratory Scales are Highly demanded & appreciated by Majority of Universi
ties, research centers, laboratories, pharmacies even hospitals use these scales for research 
and development purposes, to weigh medical / pharmaceutical supplies and laboratory 
equipment, relying on us for the most accurate and trusted results. All our Laboratory Weigh
ing Scales and Laboratory Balances are Highly Demanded and Supplied through our Best 
Dealership Network all Over Uganda
All Our Laboratory Weighing Scales are suitable for Laboratories, Production Control, Produc
tion Units, Medical Labs, Scientific Research Lab, Educational & College Projects.
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BABY, INFANTS AND TODDLER WEIGHING SCALES

Checking the Weight of the baby is Very Essential Today!

Our Baby Weighing Scales are designed to measure the weights of infants accurately With 
Resolution of 2 grams. 
It is very important to check the weight of your baby as he grows day by day. By checking 
the weight of the baby, you can get to know whether the baby is getting enough food or not. 

 It has a delta weight function which will display the previous. 
weight and can show the di�erence between the current and the previous weight. All our 
Baby Weighing Scales are Highly Demanded and Supplied through our Best Dealership 
Network all Over Uganda.
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HEALTH WEIGHING SCALES

Monitor Your Health, By Keeping Watch Of Your Body Weight Daily With Our  
 Digital Personal Bathroom Weighing Scales!  

We O�er Excellent Quality Digital Bathroom Weighing Scales With Excellent Quality and 
Best Price O�ers. Keep watch of your weight in style with a Digital Personal Bathroom 
Weighing Scale. Our Digital Bathroom Personal Scales helps you to get detailed measurement of 
your body weight in pounds or kilograms so you stay right on track with your display 
unit of preference with increments down to 100 gram for more accurate measurement.

*All Our Digital Personal Bathroom Weighing Scales are Suitable for Health & Personal Care, 
Households, Health Care Devices, Gyms, Sports Clubs, Medical Supplies & Equipment, 
Health Departments, Fitness Centers, Hotels, Personal Care & Health Appliances, Resorts, 
Spa Saloons and other suitable areas etc.,
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MECHANICAL CRANE SCALES

Eagle Weighing S ystem s Uganda Ltd , Prestigious Leading distributor, supplier and Exporter of 
Circular Hanging Spring Balances in Kampala . Our Circular Hanging Spring Balance that finds 
its application in various commercial and industrial operations. Due to their compact s ize and 
light weight, they can be easily carried. Circular Spring Balance commonly used in household 
for weighing light weight materials and offered at most affordable prices.
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Eagle Weighing Systems understands your frustrations when moisture problems sabotage 
your work and profits. It’s why we’ve developed a family of innovative and highly accurate 
moisture meters for grains,co�ee,cocoa,wood and lumber, and award-winning moisture 
measurement systems for concrete. All are designed to help you unleash your expertise and 
prevent moisture-related disasters, giving you complete peace of mind.
Our Moisture Meters brand is the respected world leader in moisture measurement solu
tions for grains,co�ee,cooca,wood, concrete, and even more building materials. For more 
than 10 years, these grains,co�ee,cocoa moisture meter technol ogy has helped thousands 
of valued customers improve profits and eliminate moisture-related problems.

MOISTURE METERS & MOISTURE ANALYZERS
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COMMERCIAL ANIMAL & PET SCALES

Commercial livestock scales are used for weighing cattle, sheep, pigs, bison, and other 
animals like dogs and pets. Some scales weigh a single animal or many livestock. These 
large scales can weigh animals up to several tons. A platform scale generally has large and 
heavy objects placed on it consistently. This requires that the platform scale be made from 
materials that will support the extra weight.
Platform scales must be able to support the weight of these larger and heavier objects and 
must also be able to register their weights. Therefore, the load cells should be stainless steel 
for durability and accuracy.
At Eagle Weighing Systems our scales are constructed from high- quality materials specifically 
designed to weigh all sorts of animals. As a leader in the electronic scales industry for over 
10 years, we pride ourselves in being able to provide our customers with the latest technol
ogy at an a�ordable price.





WEIGHING INDICATORS
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High resolution programmable weighing indicators for commercial applications. Whether it is a 
basic indicator for a floor scale, batch weighing indicator for processing plant applications or 
an indicator with a built in printer for your truck scales you will find it here.
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LOAD CELL TRANSDUCERS

Eagle Weighing Systems Uganda Ltd, Uganda’s Best Suppliers of Weighing Scales Spare Parts 
and Accessories all Over Uganda from Kampala. Eagle Weighing Systems Uganda Ltd, o�er
ing a wide range of Weighing Scale Spare Parts and Accessories with Excellent Quality and 
Best Pricings to our valued Weighing Scale Dealers and Suppliers in Weighing Industries all 
over Uganda. All the Our Weighing scale Spare products and accessories in the category are 
best in quality on e�ective cost of Weighing Scale Parts and Our price range is very Low and 
Reasonable to Purchase it. Eagle Weighing SystemsUganda Ltd, One of the Prominent Deal -
ers, Traders, Suppliers & Exporter of All types of Weighing Scale Spares & Accessories like 
PCB Boards, Load cell, Battery, Transformers,Loadcell etc



Pocket digital scales for weighing gold, silver or precious gems stones in the palm of your 
hand, yet incredibly accurate. Eagle Weighing Systems has a pocket scale to meet your 
weighing needs. Pocket scales are battery powered, small and can easily be carried in the 
shirt pocket for weighing on the go. We o�er My weigh and Tanita pocket scales to name a 
few. My Weigh is a spectacular brand of pocket scales o�ering stunning design and a diverse 
line. My weigh Dura Scales, Palm scale and 440Z mini pocket scale are our most popular 
selling digital pocket scales.
*All Our Digital Pocket Jewellery Weighing Scales are suitable for Jewellery Weighing, Gems & 
Jewellery Shops, Gold Shops, Gold Smith, Banks, Retail Shops, Pawn Brokers & other Jewel -
lery Segments. etc.,

PORTABLE POCKET JEWELLERY SCALES



STANDARD CALIBRATION TEST WEIGHTS
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Our Cast Iron Test Weights are made using high quality cast iron that ensures their high dura-
bility and strength. The stackable cast iron weights that we o�er can be availed in bulk. We 
assure that each and every piece is highly precise and e�cient. All Our Cast Iron Test Weights 
are High Quality, Fine Finish, Flawless Accuracy, Professionally Designed, Rugged Structured 
and Smooth Edged. Jude Equipment Pvt Ltd, especially dedicated to provide high level of con-
sistency for the furnishing of our Cast Iron Test Weights with International Standards of quali -
ty. We strictly use the top quality raw material for the entire manufacturing process. Eagle 
Weighing Systems Uganda Ltd has also Proven a Leading distributor & Suppliers of Metric Preci-
sion Standard Weights, We are one of the Leading distributor & Suppliers of Metric Precision 
Standard Weights, Stainless (SS) Weights, Brass Weights, Knob Weights, Laboratory Weights, 
Bullion Weights, Metric Weights, Cast Iron Calibration Testing Weights, Cast Iron Metric 
Weight Sets, 20 Kg Test Weights, Standard Weights, Bullions Weight Sets etc., All our Cast Iron 
Test Weights are Highly Demanded and Supplied through our Best Dealership Network all 
Over Uganda.



STAINLESS STEEL TEST WEIGHTS
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Eagle Weighing Scales Uganda Ltd, Uganda’s leading Stainless Steel SS Weights of all Classes 
M1, F1, F2, E1, E2 for Calibration requirements in Various commercial and industrial calibra -
tion requirements. All Our testing Weights like bullion weights, laboratory weights, precision 
weights, brass bullion weights, standard weights with F1, F2 class are made using high quality 
ores with fine mirror polish that ensures their high durability and strength with Calibration 
Certificate Provided. 

-



WEIGHBRIDGE & AXLE SCALES

Eagle Weighing Systems Uganda Ltd is one of Uganda’s leading suppliers of weighbridges, 
weighbridge systems and weighbridge software solutions. We also design and build driv-
er-operated terminals, industrial weighing equipment, weighing scales, weight indicators, 
load cells, liquid filling systems and process weighing systems.
The products here range from weighbridges for highways, industries and factories, ware -
houses, shipping companies and the transport sector among others. These products are of 
di�erent sizes and types. We have:-
1. Single Axle Weighbridges
2. Single Axle Portable Weighbridges
3. Pitt & Pitless Weighbridges
4. Multiple Axle Weighbridges among others
All these come with their full accessories, are custom made to the specifications of the client 
and are designed to be long lasting and reliable. These are easy to install, operate as they do 
automatic weighing.
We also deal in spare parts for weighbridges and all other accessories involved. Depending 
on the client's needs, there are many more products available on order. 







"Are you looking for commercial platformweighing scales with exceptional accuracy"

We provide our Customers & Clients with a high quality range of Stainless Steel Electronic 
Platform Scales. Our Platform Scales are fabricated from supreme grade components at 
well-equipped Weighing Production Unit in conformity with international standards of quali-
ty & Standards of Weights & Measures, Legal Metrology Dept. Customers can avail this 
Commercial Platform Scales in Various Sizes, Specifications and Customized options from us 
as well as Litter Conversions & Piece Counting’s. Moreover, we are o�ering this Platform 
Scales to Customers & Clients at Highly A�ordable & Economic Prices. We also manufac -
tures of all kind of Digital Platform Balance/Platform Scales with Durability, Reliability and 
Long service life. These weighing scales are further used for weighing purpose in food indus -
try.
*All Our Commercial Platform Weighing Scales are suitable for Departmental Stores, Dairy 
Units, Rice Traders & Merchants, Floor Mills, Food Industries, Wholesale Business, Vegetable 
Shops, Markets, Bazaars, Retail Segments and Industries, Milk Depots, Coir Industries, Coir 
Pith Weighing, Fabric & Garments Industries, Weaving & Spinning Mills, Textile Industries 
etc.

COMMERCIAL PLATFORM WEIGHING SCALES
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0700 225423 / 0787 089315
sales@eagleweighingsystems.com
eagleweighingsystems.com
 University Plaza, Rm A18, Bombo Rd Wadegeya Kampala.
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